Premium Automotive
discharge headlight lamps
Add safety to your driving
with more light on the road.
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White Xensation

Tungsram Xensation lamps provide a major leap in road safety over conventional
halogen lamps due to enormous increase in the illuminated field of vision
• Better visibility and illumination provide the driver with many benefits. It assists the human eye and allows better
visibility and improved hazard awareness, allowing the driver to navigate poor driving conditions with increased 		
confidence and with less fatigue.
• Optically advantageous whiter light compared to halogen lamps designed to give a colour that is closer to natural
daylight.

WHITE XENSATION 5500 KELVIN*

XENSATION MEGALIGHT +100

Further improvement in color - light up the
road with style and brilliant white light

Add safety to your driving with more light.
Up to 100% more light on the road ahead.

Produces a crisp, bright light that is closer to daylight.
Up to 20% more light on the road ahead.

Excellent visibility and illumination, greater illuminated
area.

* Colour temperature exceeds 5500K in majority of lifetime.
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SKU

Description

Pack structure

EAN code

Picture

93096783

53750U D1S White Xensation 35W PK32D-2

1/4/12

5994100007418

1

93095970

53760U D2S White Xensation 35W P32D-2

1/3/12

5994100006954

2

93095514

53770 D2R White Xensation 35W P32D-3

1/3/12

5994100006961

3

93095511

53780U D3S White Xensation 35W PK32D-5

1/4/12

5994100006978

1

93095510

53790U D4S White Xensation 35W P32D-5

1/3/12

5994100006985

2

Xensation Megalight +100
SKU

Description

Pack structure

EAN code

Picture

93093630

53620CMU D1S Xensation Megalight +100 35W PK32D-2

1/4/12

5994100006886

1

93093633

53500CMU D2S Xensation Megalight +100 35W P32D-2

1/3/12

5994100006893

2

93117214

53660CMU D3S Xensation Megalight +100 35W PK32D-5

1/4/12

5994100056850

1

93117215

53670CMU D4S Xensation Megalight +100 35W P32D-5

1/3/12

5994100056867

2
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Tungsram is constantly developing and improving its products. For this reason, all product descriptions in this brochure are intended as a general guide, and we may change
specifications time to time in the interest of product development, without prior notification or public announcement. All descriptions in this publication present only general particulars
of the goods to which they refer and shall not form part of any contract. Data in this guide has been obtained in controlled experimental conditions. However, Tungsram cannot accept
any liability arising from the reliance on such data to the extent permitted by law. 02/2020

